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ABSTRACT. The European Union represents a unique
example of the most complexly developed and the most
comprehensive model of regional economic integration.
This is characterized by high dynamics of the integration
process, while in its current form, even under the influence
and action of the whole range of factors having a negative
impact; it is indicating a gradual transition to the
deployment phase of a political Union. For a relatively
long period of time, the European Union remained as of
one of the three main pillars of world economy and it has
been trying to maintain this position even in this turbulent
period. In this direction the European Union proceeded
with the implementation of two major development
strategies, affecting the whole of its interior space of the
Lisbon Strategy and the Strategy Europe 2020, as well as
the entire spectrum of so called macro-regional strategies
(the European Union Strategy for the Danube Region, the
European Union Strategy for the Mediterranean Region
and the European Union Strategy for the Baltic Sea
Region).
In this paper we will focus mainly on the analysis of the
range of the process of implementation of the Strategy
Europe 2020 in the Slovak Republic as one of the EU
member states.
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Introduction
After completion of the complex and demanding implementation of the Lisbon
Strategy, the European Union acceded to implement another important development of the
“The Strategy Europe 2020”, which can be viewed as another major policy document seeking
an indication of possible alternatives for the further development of European integration area
in the next decade. The implementation of the Strategy Europe 2020 takes place in a rather
difficult and turbulent period marked by the particularly the negative impact of the global
financial crisis, which significantly affected the further development of the project to build
economic and monetary union in the European integration space. The negative impact of the
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crisis has considerably influenced the Euro-zone itself, at the core of economic integration.
The global financial crisis and its wide-range negative impacts are assessed in terms of the
Europe 2020 strategy as a factor that significantly affects the further development of the entire
global economy, the economic area of the European Union and its individual nation states.
The strength and intensity of the negative impact of the global financial crisis has highlighted
a range of structural weaknesses and problems, which the European economy will have to
tackle in turn (see e.g. Čajka et al., 2014). The issue of structural reform was already raised
within the European integration area during the implementation of the Lisbon strategy, but
even after the expiry of the implementation of its renewed and revised versions no substantial
progress occurred in this area. Besides a negative assessment of the impact the current crisis
has, the Strategy Europe 2020 also accentuated the positive impact that lies in the necessity of
implementation of fundamental changes across the spectrum and actions that will lead to a
gradual stabilization of the situation and then initiate a new growth and further development
(Balitskiy et al., 2014). To the group of most problematic spheres where the European Union
has struggled for a long time to tackle the problems we can include foremost a lower rate
attained by the average level of economic growth compared with other key players in the
global economy; lower rate attained by the average employment rate in case of the age group
20-64 and also in the category of older workers in the age group 55-64. Another problem
arises from the negative impact of the changes in demographical development of the
population, evident mainly in the ageing of the population consequently leading to
increasingly higher number of people in post-productive age (Announcement of the European
Commission, Europe 2020, 2012).
In the context of European integration space there is a problem of lower rate of
economic growth driven mainly by significant differences in productivity. Differences in
achieving productivity levels are determined mainly by the existence of differences in size,
structure and organization of individual economic units, especially in the category of
businesses and companies, combined with the lower and in some cases significantly lower
level of investment into research, development of innovations and the use of modern
information and communication technologies. Tackling the achieved lower productivity rates
in the European Union already constituted an integral part of the Lisbon strategy, but as you
can see, after the period of its implementation desirable progress in this space has not been
achieved (European Commission, 2020, 2012).
Based on comparison of the achieved average employment rate of the European Union
as a whole with three major players in world economy, namely the US and Japan, it may be
noted that the European Union is characterized by a certain degree of backwardness in this
area. The employment rate for people in the age group 20-64 years of age has within the
European Union reached level of 69% in the pre-crisis period, which is considerably lower
level compared to attained level of the same indicator in the US and Japan. The indicators of
the average attained level of employment of older workers in the age group 55-64 was
suggesting that the attained employment rate of the population in the European Union was
46%, while in the US and Japan it reached 62%. Monitoring the average number of working
hours in each staff category also pointed out that within the European integration area, the
average number of working hours was 10% lower compared to the average number of hours
worked in the US and Japan (Eurostat, 2012).
The problem of an ageing population in the European integration space during the
monitored period is getting more intense. In the period prior to the implementation of the
Strategy Europe 2020 gradual population growth in the category 60+ of age was recorded.
Compared to the period before 2007, rapid growth of the elderly population over 60 years was
recorded in the initial phase of implementation of the Strategy Europe 2020, where the annual
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growth stood at around two million inhabitants1. The trend of representing changes in the
fundamental characteristics of demographic development of the European Union is reflected
mainly in increasing demands on the performance and effectiveness of the pension, health and
social security. The implications of this development trend, as well as the expected further
developments are creating conditions to focus attention on the area of the so-called building
of silver economy, which would require a whole range of changes in the different stages of
education systems and vocational systems, particularly in the context of the focusing on the
area of lifelong education and lifelong raising of the level of qualification, expertise,
competencies and skills.
In addition to the action of the above-mentioned factors and the characteristics of the
internal environment of the European Union, the European economic and political sphere
must also deal with the full range of global challenges, whose strength and intensity are
currently rising markedly. It is particularly the significant acceleration of the process of
globalization, which brings an increase of links and interdependence of the various geoeconomic units, not only at the regional level, but especially at the global level. The
economies of the member states of the European Union are characterized by a high degree of
interconnectivity. Bad timing and lack of consistency in the implementation of various types
of structural reforms in member states have made room for significant negative impacts of
external influence on the area of their growth and development. The European Union
therefore must inevitably cope with these shortages from previous periods and also must be
able to flexibly adapt to the current developments of the world economy, which suggests the
necessity of rebuilding the traditional economic foundations, which were related to building a
model industrial society, towards building the knowledge society and knowledge economy.
Significant regional actors characterized by such dynamic economic growth and development,
which makes them suitable for taking a significant position in the area of the world economy
such as China and India are increasingly turning to uplift of shares of investment to science,
research and new technologies leading to increase in their rate of economic growth and
development and also to achieving better position in the level of competitiveness.
Thus, the external environment of the European Union, as well as its internal
environment is now significantly influenced by the impact of the global financial crisis, as
well as by efforts to find and implement various anti-crisis instruments and also instruments
for preventing the possible emergence of similar crisis phenomena. The main attention is
aimed to creating effective and sustainable functioning financial and monetary systems.
Like other economies, the European Union and the economies of individual nation
states must address fairly fundamental issues related to climate change and increasing
depletion of non-renewable energy resources (Strielkowski et al., 2013; or Lisin and
Strielkowski, 2014). It is therefore a commitment to ensure environmental and energy security
of the interior of the European Union at least at a reasonable level.
1. The implementation of the Strategy Europe 2020 in the Slovak Republic
In the context of the objectives of the Strategy Europe 2020, the Slovak Republic as a
member state of the European Union has also set out a whole series of its own national targets
contained in the basic strategy documents referred to as the National Reform Programmes,
bound by particular time periods. The content and the main structure of programmes is built
on the basis of assessment of development and level of fulfilment of objectives set in the
previous period and of a brief analysis of macroeconomic developments and initial conditions
for further continuous implementation of the NRP.
The average annual growth of population in the age of 60+ reached one million inhabitants within the European
integration space before 2007 (Announcement of the European Commission, Europe 2020, 2012).

1
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National Reform Programme of the Slovak Republic for the period 2011 – 2014 is a
basic strategic document, which defines the objectives and main directions and orientation of
the reforms that need to be implemented, or it is important to continue their implementation
for the purpose of achieving the set out national objectives.
In the introductory part of the National Reform Programme of the Slovak Republic for
the period 2011 – 2014 it is stated that this programme represents a summary of the main
measures to be implemented by the Government of the Slovak Republic in the course of its
mandate, in the context of efforts to achieve the most efficient implementation of the
objectives outlined in the Strategy Europe 2020.
The main priorities of the National Reform Programme of the Slovak Republic for the
period 2011 – 2014 are (National Reform Programme of the Slovak Republic for the period
2011 – 2014, 2011, p. 5):
1. health and sustainable management of the state,
2. the fight against corruption, zero tolerance of corruption and ensuring access to
justice,
3. creation of new job opportunities and reduction of the risk of poverty and social
exclusion,
4. creation of a quality business environment,
5. educational growth of the population and also support of the development of
innovative society,
6. a guarantee for quality health care.
The process of implementation of measures and reforms outlined in the National
Reform Programme of the Slovak Republic for the period 2011 – 2014 were significantly
affected by the global financial crisis that affected the macroeconomic development of the
Slovak Republic. In 2009 a significant decline in economic performance by almost 8%
occurred. This negative trend was reversed and the performance of the Slovak economy grew
by 4% already in 2010. The remaining problematic area in 2010 was mainly the area of
employment and labour market. In 2010 there was an increase in the unemployment rate,
which reached 14.4%. Long-term unemployment and the increase of the rate in 2010 to the
level of 59.4% did not create suitable initial conditions for the fulfilment of the set goals, too
(Statistical Yearbook, 2011).
Some of the Lisbon´s strategy priorities were human resources and education. The
government in a free market economy can support the competitiveness of the country as well
as individual regions by creating adequate conditions for education, science and research and
development of innovative potential. As critical appears to support active strategies to insure
human potential development as a crucial factor of the regional development (Liptáková,
2008, p. 4; Belas et al., 2015).
The priority objectives of the National Reform Programme of the Slovak Republic for
the period 2011 – 2014 were broken down to specific sub-goals. The priority was aimed at
health and sustainable management of the state and is reflected in the definition of the
objective oriented at lowering the value of the indicator of long-term sustainability (GAP) in
2020 to 0. In this key priority there was also defined the target for achieving efficient
charging of VAT to 74%. Other priorities were reflected in the objectives defined within the
five priority areas of structural areas (National Reform Programme of the Slovak Republic for
the period 2011 – 2014, 2011, p. 18):
1. education, science and innovations,
2. employment and social inclusion,
3. business environment,
4. transparent environment and law enforcement,
5. health.
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Within the area focused on education, science and innovations the objectives oriented
on regional schools, higher education, science and the area of innovations were defined.
Within the regional education the main goal was oriented on maintaining the rate of early
school leaving at 6% while improving the quality of education and in particular in the context
of efforts to achieve significant progress in the evaluation of the OECD – PISA 2018 aiming
to achieve average number in this evaluation at the level of 505 points.
For the area of higher education and science the objective was to achieve increase in
the proportion of the population in the age group 30-34 years with a university degree at least
to the level of 40%. Within this area the objective of increasing the share of expenditure on
research and development to 1% of GDP by 2020 was added to the calculation of the main
objectives. The support of education and science should be reflected also in the increase of the
number of citations per researcher at level of 70% of the EU average, which is another
objective in this structural domain.
The main objective of the second structural priority area defined in the National
Reform Programme of the Slovak Republic for the period 2011 – 2014 is a goal oriented to
increase in the employment rate of men and women aged 20-64 of age to a level of 72% with
a reduction of long-term unemployment to 3%.
For the area of social inclusion a goal oriented to achievement of a high degree of
social inclusion of the population. A range of actions aimed at reducing poverty should
contribute to its achievement, while an effort to reduce the number of people exposed risk of
poverty and social exclusion by at least 170, 000 has been declared in the National Reform
Programme of the Slovak Republic for the period 2011 – 2014.
More groups of implemented measures, the use of which was linked to the fulfilment
of several objectives, should contribute to increase of the quality of business environment.
The first goal of this group was focused on improving the quality of business environment in
the Slovak Republic in order to achieve a better rating within international comparison in the
area of evaluation of the business environment indicators. Therefore, a national target aimed
at improving the position in the World Bank's Doing Business indicator framework was set
for this area so that the Slovak Republic wins the first position in the first Fifteen until 2020.
Following this objective another national target oriented to achieve better evaluation carried
out on the basis of the OECD Product Market Regulation Index was set to achieve the level of
1.2 point.
The level of quality of business environment is closely related to the efficient
performance of public administration in particular in the context of relations between
operators on the one hand, and public authorities on the other. The objective for this area in
the National Reform Programme of the Slovak Republic for the period 2011 – 2014 is aimed
at achieving greater use of information and communication technologies in the direct
performance of different competencies by the public authorities. The primary objective
defined for this area is increasing of the use of information and communication technologies
in public administration so that the Slovak Republic has increased the level of e-government
index to a level of 90%.
Another group of structural priority areas identified in the National Reform
Programme of the Slovak Republic for the period 2011 – 2014 is a priority focused on
creating a transparent environment and achieving greater law enforcement. The objective
within this area is to significantly reduce corruption and crony-ism in all spheres of life, to
increase transparency and law enforcement so that by 2020 the Slovak Republic has improved
the level of corruption index to 80%.
The last of the main priorities of the National Reform Programme of the Slovak
Republic for the period 2011 – 2014 is a relatively important area of public health and the
level of health care provided. The objective for this priority area aims to improve health care,
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so that by 2020 there is an increase in the expected number of years of healthy life without
disability or severe disability at birth to 60 years (National Reform Programme of the Slovak
Republic for the period 2011 – 2014, 2011).
2. Assessment of the level of fulfilment of selected national targets
There is expected annual growth in GDP in the European Union at the level of
approximately 1.6% over the period from 2014 to 2020, according to the so-called winter
economical prognosis of the European Commission. Compared to achieved levels of annual
growth of GDP in the European Union in the period before the outbreak of the crisis, which
stood at 2.3% during this period, it is possible to point out that the prognosis indicates only
mild growth of the rate of economic performance (Statistical Yearbook, 2013). In the context
and direct result of this fact are logically discussed pros and cons of different ideological
platforms of so called euro-optimism versus euro-scepticism in particular. It is impossible to
found objectively relevant answer as it is a dichotomy in the very nature of the search for
response to options A or B (Masár, 2014, p.110).
The global financial crisis and its negative impacts in the area of the European Union,
particularly in the Euro-zone, affected the economic performance of the Slovak Republic
(Török, 2014, p. 125). It is obvious from monitoring the values of level of economic
performance, which suggests that in 2013 there was a decline in economic performance from
the achieved level of 1.8% to a level of 0.9%. In this period we note also a downward trend in
domestic demand, falling household consumption and investments as well. Economic growth
was significantly supported mainly by net exports (Statistical Yearbook, 2013).
The area of unemployment still remains problematic in this period. A given area is
characterized by the following characteristic features during the period. On the one hand, we
note maintaining a relatively stable level of employment and 65%, on the other hand, we
observe a continuous increase in unemployment, which reached the threshold of 14.2% in
2013. In the European integration area it can be described as above-average unemployment.
Long-term unemployment represents a problematic factor in this area. The severity of the
problem of long-term unemployment can briefly but succinctly be described on the example,
which shows that in the period approximately two out of three unemployed were out of work
for a time period exceeding one year. We record growth of nominal wages (by 2,4%) and also
of the real wages (by 1%) in the tracking period (Statistical Yearbook, 2014).
The prognosis of economic development for the following period foresees a gradual
economic recovery and overall acceleration of economic growth. The prognosis further
assumes positive development of all monitored parameters and particularly growth in
domestic demand, growth in household consumption and investment growth, which should
be directed mainly at improving and upgrading the level of transport networks in particular
due to the construction of highways. This positive development should also be reflected in
accelerated growth of GDP levels, which should reach the level of 3.4% in 2017. The positive
development is expected to continue in the employment area, particularly in the context of
growth and increase of the number of newly created jobs. Gradual acceleration of
employment implies that in 2017 the employment rate will approximately reach the levels
recorded during pre-crisis period (Statistical Yearbook, 2014).
The main objective of fiscal policy in this period remains a particular effort to ensure
the efficient use of public finances and ensure their long-term sustainability. Also indicator of
the budget deficit level falls into category of main indicators and on its base it is possible to
monitor the achievement of fixed objective. In 2013, the amount of the budget deficit ranged
at the limit of 2.77%. For 2014, to maintain fixed budget deficit level, the objective was set to
achieve deficit of 2.64% and keep budget deficit level from 3%. By monitoring the
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developments of the budget deficit level, target values for the budget deficit were set for the
period 2015 – 2017 as follows: for 2015 at 2.49% of GDP, for 2016 at 1.61% and in 2017, the
amount of budget deficit should reach 0.54% of GDP (National Reform Programme of the
Slovak Republic 2014, 2014, pp. 21-22).
In this part of state, we will take a closer look at the implementation of the individual
national targets set in the context of efforts to fully implement the recommendations and the
achievement of the objectives set out in the Strategy Europe 2020.
One of the main structural priority areas is the area of education, science and
innovation. In education, the objectives of the Strategy Europe 2020 are focused on increasing
the level and quality of education of the population of the European Union.
Under the objective to reduce the number of people aged 18-24, who have dropped out
of education or special training and who do not participate in further education or special
training to less than 10%, the Slovak Republic has established its national, intrastate
objective, under which it aims to reduce the number of people aged 18-24, who dropped out
of education or special training, and do not participate in further education or training at the
level of 6%, by 2020. Appraisal of the achievement of this objective in the Slovak Republic
points out that this objective can be achieved, however, it will be necessary to implement a
wide range of measures in the given area. In this context “even though the universities have
different values, the extent of the autonomy and the level of financing create space for
competitiveness as investment for the future” (Ježovicová, 2011, p. 112). In the period before
the implementation of the Strategy Europe 2020, the Slovak Republic showed the following
values under this objective: in 2005, the proportion of people aged 18-24, who dropped out of
education or special training reached the limit of 6.3%, in 2006, this proportion increased
about three hundredths of a percentage point to 6.6%, in 2007, we only chart the slight
progress represented by decrease of this value about one-hundredth of a percentage point and
reached the level of 6.5%. Since 2008, we have been gradually charting a significant decrease
in observed values, which can be specifically present by the results achieved. In 2008, the
proportion of people aged 18-24, who dropped out of education or special training was
amounted to 6.0% in 2009, this proportion reached the level of 4.9% (National Reform
Programme of the Slovak Republic 2014, 2014, p. 36).
Therefore, in 2010, during the first phase of implementation of the Strategy Europe
2020, the proportion of people aged 18-24 years, who dropped out of education or special
training reached the level of 4.7%. Since 2011, we have been gradually charting the
increasing trend in given area. In 2011, the proportion of people aged 18-24, who dropped out
of education or special training reached the level of 5.1%, in 2012 we charted a growth of
about two hundredths of a percentage point to the level of 5.3. In given area, the year 2013
can be regarded as a turning point, when under the objective pursued we have charted an
increase in one percentage point to 6.3% (Statistical Yearbook, 2014).
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GDP by 2020
0, under thiss objective.
F
From the coomparison of the deveelopment off GDP proportion expeended in thee area of
science and researcch in the peeriod beforee the implem
mentation process
p
of tthe Strategy
y Europe
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2020 caan be concluuded that, for
f examplee, in 2005, the
t Slovak Republic sppent 0.51% of GDP
on scieence and reesearch (Kaačírková, 22007, p. 83
3). Since 2006 to 20009, this prroportion
decreaseed and during this periiod, the propportion of GDP
G
spent on
o science aand research
h was as
follows: 2006 – 0.49% GDP, 2007 – 0.446% GDP, 2008 – 0.4
47% GDP, 22009 – 0.48
8%. The
year 20010 is a milestone
m
in
n the evaluuation of th
he objective when the
he volume of GDP
proportiion expendded on scien
nce and ressearch secto
ors reached
d the level of 0.63% of
o GDP,
while inn a subsequuent period it increase d. In 2012,, which for the purposses of the study
s
we
consider as a reference period
d of assessinng the levell of fulfilment of the oobjectives set in the
Strategyy Europe 20020 and selected nationnal objectiv
ves, the valu
ue of GDP proportion directed
to sciennce and research sectorss reached leevel of 0.82%
% of GDP (Statistical
(
Y
Yearbook, 2012).
2

Figure 33. Investments to S&R in EU mem
mber states shown
s
in % of GDP
Source: Appraisal of
o the impleementation of Europe 2020
2
strateg
gy, p. 10.
Legend: IIn 2012, intennsity of S&R in EU reacheed the level off 2.06% of GD
DP, while thee objective forr 2020 has
been set aat 3%.
* LU: 2010.
** CZ (oonly in case off public sectorr) and UK didd not set any objectives.
o
IE
E: objective is 2.5% of GNP
P which is
estimatedd to 2% of GDP.
G
LU: objjective is bettween 2.30% and 2.60% of GDP (2.4 5% are assum
med). PT:
objective is between 2..70% and 3.30
0% of GDP (33% are assumeed).

A
As it is appparent from the figure, in 2012, th
he Slovak Republic
R
bellonged to th
he group
of mem
mber states of the Eu
uropean Un
Union, whicch showed only slow
w progress towards
achievinng their naational objective. Withh respect to
o reached amount
a
of G
GDP propo
ortion of
expensees on researrch and dev
velopment, iit significan
ntly lags behind the tarrget value of
o 3% of
GDP annd also behhind the oveerall averagge reached in
i 2012 in the
t Europeaan Union, which
w
at
this time can amouunt to 2.06%
% of GDP. Inn compariso
on to the av
verage reachhed in the European
E
Union, tthe Slovak Republic laagged behinnd the Europ
pean Union average aboout 1.24 percentage
points.
A
As the figurre shows, in
n comparisoon with otheer EU memb
ber states, th
the Slovak Republic
R
ranked at 22nd placce in assessm
ment level of the objecctive fulfilm
ment focuseed on increaasing the
volume of GDP exppenses on science
s
and research, in
n 2012.
T
The compaarison of th
he fulfilmennt level of national ob
bjectives off other V4 member
states inn 2012 show
ws that the values
v
achieeved in the Czech Repu
ublic were aapproaching
g the EU
averagee. The Czech Republiic ranked 111th place in the asseessment forrm 2012. Hungary
H
th
reachedd 17 place and it was slowly apprroaching to fulfilment of its nationnal objectiv
ve in this
area. Pooland rankeed the 20th place in thhe overall assessment of
o the levell of achieveement of
this objeective. The value of itss national obbjective is higher
h
to thaat of the Sloovak Republic.
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T
The group of
o priority areas
a
outlinned in the National
N
Refform Prograamme of thee Slovak
Republiic for the peeriod 2011 – 2014 inclludes the em
mployment and social iinclusion seectors. In
employm
ment, the Sttrategy Euro
ope 2020 foocuses attenttion on increasing emplloyment, in
n order to
increasee the emplooyment rate of the poppulation in the age gro
oup of 20-664, at least to 75%.
Further to this objeective, the Slovak
S
Repuublic set in this area itss national oobjective oriiented to
increasee the employyment rate of
o its populaation in the age group of
o 20-64 to 772%. Assessment of
the leveel of objectivve fulfilmen
nt in the periiod prior to the implem
mentation of the Strategy
y Europe
2020 inndicates thaat from 2005 to 20088 the emplloyment ratte graduallyy and conttinuously
increaseed for peoplle falling intto the age gr
group of 20-64 and reacched the folllowing valu
ues: 2005
– 64.5%
%, 2006 – 666.0%, 2007 – 67.2% annd 2008 – 68
8.8%. In 20
009, turning point takes place in
this areaa when the employmen
nt rate of thee population
n in the age group of 200-64 reacheed 66.4%
and from
m this time we have ch
harted a deccreasing tend
dency in thee developm
ment of this indicator
i
(Nationaal Reform Programme
P
of the Slovvak Republiic 2014, 2014, p. 41). IIn 2010, thee Slovak
Republiic reached thhe decline in
n the employyment rate of
o the popullation in thee age group of 20-64
by 1.8 ppercentage points
p
and reached
r
64.66%, in com
mparison to 2009.
2
Betwe
ween 2011 an
nd 2013,
the valuue of this inddicator flucttuated at 655%. In this area,
a
the Slo
ovak Republlic is strugg
gling in a
long teerm particuularly with the probleem of unemployment of youngg people (iin 2013,
unemplooyment amoong young people
p
undeer 25 reacheed the valuee of 33.6%,, which reprresents a
value higher by 100.1 percentaage points in comparisson to the EU averagee – 28 thatt totalled
23.5% )), as well ass the elderly
y people andd also with the problem
m of long-teerm unemplloyment,
while onne of the funndamental problems
p
is a long-term
m youth unemploymentt after comp
pletion of
educatioon or speciaal training. In 2013, loong-term un
nemploymen
nt rate reacched 10%, which
w
in
compariison to the member
m
staates of the E
European Un
nion (EU 28
8) representts one of thee highest
rates off long-term unemploym
ment (Statisstical Yearb
book, 2013)). Particularrly adult co
ontinuing
educatioon plays inn achieving
g of the oobjectives identified in
i the Eurrope 2020 strategy
irreplaceeable role by
b allowing adults to im
mprove theiir ability to adapt to chhanges in th
he labour
market aand in socieety, especiallly as regardds low-skillled and oldeer workers. FFurther edu
ucation is
the onlyy practical way to inccrease theirr skills or retrain thosse affected by unemplloyment,
restructuuring and career
c
chan
nge, while ssignificantly
y contributiing to sociial inclusion
n, active
citizenshhip and perssonal develo
opment (Jannkurová, 2014; Abrhám
m, Horváthovvá, 2010).

Figure 4. Unemplooyment rate in EU m
member stattes (proporttion of empployed peo
ople, age
group 20-64)
o the impleementation of Europe 2020
2
strateg
gy, p. 6.
Source: Appraisal of
Legend: IIn 2012, unem
mployment ratte in EU was at the level off 68.4%, while the objectivve for 2020 haas been set
at 75%.
o
was markedly abo
ove 80%. IE: 69-71% (70%
% assumed); IT
T: 67-69%
*UK did not set any obbjective. SE: objective
7
(76% assumed); AT
T: 77-78% (77
7.5% assumed
d).
(68% assuumed); CY: 75-77%
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T
The figure shows that the Slovakk Republic reached a value
v
lowerr by 3.3 percentage
points, in numericcal terms 65.1%,
6
wheen compared to the EU average reached un
nder the
th
indicatoor of unempployment raate 68.4% inn 2012. Thee Slovak Reepublic rank
nked at 17 place in
the asseessment of the indicattor level acchieved in the Europeean Union, in 2012. From
F
the
figure aand numberr compariso
on, we can conclude that
t
the Slo
ovak Repubblic proceed
ds really
slowly iin reachingg its nationaal objective set up for the specificc area. Thee compariso
on of the
values aachieved unnder the emp
ployment raate indicato
or of populaation in the age group of
o 20-64
in 2012 showed thaat Hungary and Polandd are also lag
gging behin
nd the Europpean Union
n average
in this aarea. In the overall asssessment froom 2012, Poland
P
was placed justt behind thee Slovak
Republiic at 18th plaace and Hun
ngary was rranked 23rd place.
A
As we havve already mentioned
m
above, in the National Reform Programmee of the
Slovak Republic foor the period
d 2011 – 20014, the areea of employ
yment is dirrectly linkeed to that
aimed aat graduallyy reducing the risk off poverty an
nd social exclusion
e
w
within the European
E
integrattion area annd its individual mem
mber statess. Under th
he Strategy Europe 20
020, the
objectivve has beenn set for this
t
area too reduce th
he menace rate of thhe European
n Union
populatiion by povverty and so
ocial exclussion in ord
der to reach
h reduction 17.2% of the total
populatiion of the European
E
Union
U
by 20020. In this area, the Sllovak Repuublic set its national
objectivve, which inndicates thatt by 2020 it will work in
i this area to reach thee level of 19
9.4%.
IIn the conteext of assesssing the fuulfilment level of this objective inn the period before
and thenn during thee direct imp
plementatio n of the Strrategy Europe 2020, w
we can pointt out that
the Slovvak Republic has lon
ng been tryiing to conttinually red
duce the prroportion of people
threatenned by povverty and so
ocial excluusion. Durin
ng 2005 – 2009, in teerms of proportion
indicatoor of peoplee threatened
d by povert
rty and sociial exclusio
on within thhe Slovak Republic
R
followinng values were
w
showed: 2005 – 332%, 2006 – 26.7%, 2007
2
– 21.33%, 2008 – 20.6%,
2009 – 19.6% (Nattional Reforrm Program
mme of the Slovak
S
Repu
ublic 2014, 2014, p. 41
1).
F
From 20055 to 2009, the propo rtion of peeople threaatened by ppoverty an
nd social
exclusioon declined in the Slov
vak Republiic by 12.4 percentage
p
points,
p
e.g. from 32.0%
% (2005)
to 19.6%
% (2009). Since
S
2010, reached levvel of this in
ndicator corrrelates withh values at the
t level
of 20.6%
% (Statisticaal yearbook
k, 2013).

Figure 5. People at risk of poverty orr social ex
xclusion in
n EU mem
mber states*
* (% of
populatiion)
Source: Appraisal of
o the impleementation of Europe 2020
2
strateg
gy, p. 31.
Legend: IIn 2012, 24.8% of populatiion were at riisk of poverty
y or social excclusion, so aboout 5 percentaage points
more thann it was set in Europe 2020 strategy.
*Objectivve for 2020 cooncerns the menace
m
rate byy poverty or social
s
exclusion. If it is reaached by 2020, the UK
and SE w
would not be innvolved becau
use of peculiarrities of their national
n
objecctives. IE: 20111.
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The figure proves that the Slovak Republic is slowly approaching to fulfilment of this
objective set in the Strategy Europe 2020 and it managed to reach the national objective set.
In 2012, the average of European Union’s indicator aimed at reducing the proportion of
population at risk of poverty and social exclusion reached 24.8%, while the Slovak Republic
got at the level of 20.5% of this indicator in the reporting period, e.g. a difference is 4.3
percentage points. When compared to other member states of the European Union, the Slovak
Republic ranked 11th in fulfilment of the objective oriented to the problems of poverty and
social exclusion, in 2012. In comparison with other V4 member states, we can point out that
the Czech Republic was ranked at 2nd place in overall assessment of successfulness of this
objective fulfilment in the European Union, in 2012. Poland and Hungary lagged behind the
European average, while in the case of Poland it was only a slight delay, in the case of
Hungary it is possible to point out more significant lag, as is evidenced by the location of
these two member states in the overall assessment – Poland was ranked at 17th place and
Hungary at 23rd.
The Specific priority area, which is in the National Reform Programme of the Slovak
Republic for the period 2011 – 2014 is the area of business environment, focusing on the
improvement and achieving a higher degree of transparency. The quality of the business
environment, its transparency supported by an appropriate legal framework, is one of the
basic conditions for the development of business activities of the domestic population, but it
also represents one of the key areas of markedly influencing localization decisions of large
domestic and foreign investors about opportunities to place their investments or to implement
their investment plans in the relevant geographic area. The Slovak Republic has set an
objective for this area. By 2020, it aims to improve its position in the assessment of the World
Bank created through the Doing Business indicator, so that it would be ranked at 15th place in
the rank. The assessment of the Slovak Republic’s position in the rank compiled on the basis
of Doing Business indicator indicates that in 2007 the Slovak Republic was ranked at 37th
place, while in 2008 it moved up two positions in the overall assessment and gained the
resulting 35th place. In 2009, the Slovak Republic has seen a significant drop in the placing
within the rank and was ranked at 40th place. Between 2010 and 2013, the total placement of
the Slovak Republic within the rank compiled on the basis of Doing Business assessment
indicator ranged between 43rd – 49th place (2010 – 43rd place, 2011 – 46th place, 2012 – 43rd
place, 2013 – 49th) (National Reform Programme of the Slovak Republic 2014, 2014, p. 49).
The so-called index of product market regulation PMR (Product Market Regulation)
falls into the group of indicators, on which the assessment of the business environment quality
is based. It is a composite indicator, serving primarily for the purposes of monitoring the
regulation evolution of trade in goods within OECD countries. Monitoring the development
of this indicator is used as a basis for processing of OECD Economic surveys and also for a
wide range of recommendations to the member states published in the report Going for
Growth. In this area, the Slovak Republic has set an objective to reach overall score of 1.2
points under this indicator, by 2020. The monitoring and comparing of development of the
Slovak Republic total score with the use of product market regulation indicator shows that the
Slovak Republic charts a gradual improvement of the total score in this area. In 2008, the
Slovak Republic reached score 1.57 points within product market regulation index while the
assessment from 2013 shows that the Slovak Republic improved by 0.26 point and reached
1.31 points. When compared to OECD product market regulation indicator assessment, the
average reached 1.51 points in 2008 and 1.41 points in 2013 (National Reform Programme of
the Slovak Republic 2014, 2014, p. 49).
The quality of business environment is closely connected to the area of quality and
rate of the transparency environment. Within the National Reform Programme of the Slovak
Republic for the period 2011 – 2014, the indicator of corruption was included into a group of
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result indicators oriented to assessment of progress in the field of creation of a transparent
environment and law enforcement guarantee. The assessment of the corruption development
in the Slovak Republic indicates that since 2005 we have been charting a negative trend
represented by slight deterioration of this transparency indicator, in this area. In 2005, the
Slovak Republic achieved the level of 59% in the corruption rate assessment and by 2007, it
succeeded to maintain it. In 2009, there was a slight improvement by 2 percentage points in
this area but the year 2011 brought deterioration in the value of this indicator by 5 percentage
points to the level of 56% (National Reform Programme of the Slovak Republic 2014, 2014,
p. 49).
For comparison, we can mention that within the European Union as a whole this
indicator improved in the period observed, while a slight decrease was charted in 2011.
Within the European Union as a whole, the average values of this indicator reached following
values in the period observed: 2005 – 67%, 2007 – 78%, 2009 – 80%, 2011 – 77% (Eurostat,
2013).
The business environment quality is impacted by the level and quality of public
administration, as well as the quality of activities and services provided by public
administration entities. In this area, the Slovak Republic has set an objective to increase the
rate of information and communication technologies utilization in public administration, by
2020, with the aim of increasing the value of e-government index at least to the level of 90%.
In assessing the shift of development in this area it is possible to note that the Slovak
Republic succeeds in increasing the level of e-government index. In 2004, the e-government
index in the Slovak Republic stood at 25.5%, in 2006 it increased by 11.8 percentage points to
37.3%, in 2007 the repeated increase in e-government index of 5 percentage points to 42.3%
was charted, in 2009 the e-government index increased again to the level of 58.6%, while in
2010, the index reached 62%. In comparison to the European Union as a whole, the average
of e-government index reached 69.1% in 2010 (National Reform Programme of the Slovak
Republic 2014, 2014, p. 54).
The last structural priority area defined in the National Reform Programme of the
Slovak Republic for the period 2011 – 2014 represents the area of health care quality and the
health level of Slovak population. For this area in the National Reform Programme of the
Slovak Republic for the period 2011 – 2014, the objective for 2020 to improve the level and
quality of health care was defined to increase the number of years of healthy life expected
without disability or grave medical invalidity of babies and people over 60. Based on
monitoring the development of the assessment indicators of healthy life it can be stated that
since 2005, there has been a gradual deterioration in this area. While in 2005 this indicator
reached 55.9 years, in 2012 it stood at 53.3 years. For comparison, the average achieved level
of 61.6 years within the European Union in 2012. It should be pointed out that the Slovak
Republic is characterized by retardation by almost ten years of healthy life, according to the
overall assessment of healthy life year’s indicator within the European Union and three other
V4 member states (Eurostat, 2013).
Also the objectives related to environmental sustainability and energy fall into the
group of objectives defined in the Strategy Europe 2020 and are also reflected in the National
Reform Programme of the Slovak Republic 2014.
The first of these objectives in the Strategy Europe 2020 aims to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by at least 20% in comparison to values achieved in 1990. The Slovak Republic
has set its own national objective to slightly increase this indicator to the level of 13% in this
area. Since 1990, we have been charting significant reducing of greenhouse gas emissions in
conditions of the Slovak Republic. There is a successful implementation of a process called
decoupling thus achieving economic growth without a significant increase in greenhouse gas
emissions.
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Figure 66. Change in
i greenhou
use emissionns in sectorrs not coverred by the sscheme ET
TS in EU
memberr states
Source: European environmen
e
ntal agency.
T
The figure shows
s
that in 2012, thee European Union redu
uced greenhhouse gas em
missions
by 10%
% in sectors not
n covered
d by the ETS
S scheme, in
i comparison with 20005. The com
mparison
of valuees of greenhhouse gas em
missions acchieved in th
he European
n Union shoows that thee Slovak
Republiic ranked att 10th placee in the grouup of these countries. When
W
comppared with other
o
V4
memberr states, Huungary was ranked at 2nd place, the
t Czech Republic
R
att the 16th place and
Poland rranked 22ndd.
T
The secondd objective is focusedd on increassing the proportion off renewablee energy
resourcees in final energy
e
conssumption, inn which thee European Union has set the objeective to
increasee this propoortion to 20
0%, by 20200. For this area, the Slovak Repuublic established its
nationall objective, which assu
umes increa sing the pro
oportion of renewable rresources of
o energy
in finall energy coonsumption
n to 14%. Monitoring
g of development in fulfilment of this
objectivve implies that the Slovak
S
Reppublic is gradually
g
succeeding
s
in increassing the
proportiion of renew
wable resou
urces of eneergy in finall energy con
nsumption. From 2005 to 2009
there waas a graduaal increase of
o this propoortion from the value of
o 5.5% (20005) to 9.3%
% (2009).
In 20100, proportionn of renewaable resourcces of energ
gy in final energy
e
conssumption decreased
and reaached 9.0% but already
y in 2011 iit increased
d to the lev
vel of 10.3%
% and in 2012, the
proportiion of renew
wable energ
gy resourcees reached th
he level of 10.4% in thhe Slovak Republic
R
total connsumption (National
(
Reform
R
Proggramme of the
t Slovak Republic
R
20014, p. 70).

Figure 77. The propportion of reenewable ennergy in EU
U member states
s
(% inn rough finaal energy
consum
mption)
Sourcess: Europeann Commissio
on, EurObseerv'ER.
Legend: T
The proportioon of renewablle energy in E
EU consumptio
on amounted to 14.4% in 22012 while thee objective
for 2020 was set at 20%
%.
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The figure indicates
i
th
hat the Slovvak Republicc was placeed on the 199th place within
w
the
Europeaan Union in
i filling th
he objectivee oriented to increasee the propoortion of reenewable
energy in final ennergy consu
umption, w
while the av
verage of th
hose achievved in 2012 in the
Europeaan Union laags by 4 perrcentage pooints. In com
mparison, Poland was rranked at 17th place
in the ccontext of this
t
assessm
ment; the Czzech Repub
blic ranked 18th and H
Hungary waas placed
20th (Ticchý, 2013, p.
p 73).
T
The third obbjective deffined in thee Strategy Europe
E
2020
0, falling wiithin this arrea, aims
to increease energy efficiency in the Euroopean Union
n by 20%. In fulfilmennt of this ob
bjective,
priority attention iss focused on the evoluution of the final energ
gy consumpption rate within
w
the
EU mem
mber states,, when comp
pared to thee average raate of final energy
e
conssumption reached in
the period 2001 – 2005
2
(Lasiccová, Ušiak,, & Dobrík, 2008, pp. 132-133).
1
U
Under this ob
bjective,
the Slovvak Republiic set its nattional one ffocused on the
t reductio
on of final eenergy conssumption
in compparison to an
a average of the enerrgy intensity
y achieved in the periood 2001 – 2005 by
11%. M
Monitoring of
o changes in
i energy inntensity ind
dicates progress of the Slovak Rep
public in
this areaa. In 2012, final energy
y consumpttion decreassed by 9.6%
% in the Slovvak Republic, when
compareed to the avverage reach
hed in the pperiod 2001
1 – 2005 (N
National Refform Prograamme of
the Slovvak Republiic 2014, 201
14, p. 70).

Figure 88. Primary energy
e
conssumption inn EU membeer states
Source: Appraisal of
o the impleementation of Europe 2020
2
strateg
gy, p. 20.
T
The figure shows that the Slovakk Republic ranked
r
10th
h in the asseessment of primary
energy consumptioon rate in 2012. In 2012, with
hin the ran
nk compileed on the basis of
monitorring of prim
mary energy
y consumpttion level, other V4 member
m
staates were placed as
follows: Hungary was
w placed 14th, the Czzech Republlic 19th and Poland rankked 23rd.
Conclusions
T
The Strateggy Europe 2020
2
in the context off the global financial crrisis works in three
basic sccenarios of economic developmen
d
nt of the Eu
uropean inteegration spaace (Annou
uncement
of the E
European Coommission, Europe 20220, 2012). The
T first sceenario expreesses the po
ossibility
of mainntenance off sustainablle recovery.. The scenaario is baseed on the aassumption that the
Europeaan Union will
w be able to
t achieve eeconomic grrowth at thee pre-crisis levels and will
w also
be able to make usse of and to increase thhe potential for their fu
urther growtth and deveelopment
after ovvercoming thhe impacts of
o crisis.
T
The secondd scenario emphasizes
e
the assump
ption of slow
w recovery,, indicating that the
negativee impacts of
o the crisis are going tto affect thee economic developmeent of the European
E
Union ssignificantlyy, while the stabilizatioon of the sittuation and regaining oof economicc growth
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will pose a challenge. This scenario suggests that the future economic growth of the European
Union will be built on disturbed foundations.
The third scenario represents a relatively pessimistic prognosis of the development,
which speaks of a lost decade, pointing to a permanent loss in wealth and also suggests that
the European Union will not be able to restore its potential for future growth.
On the basis of a statistical survey and monitoring of the prognoses of further
economic development of the European integration space it can be pointed out that recent
developments indicate a tendency towards meeting the second development scenario
predicting a slow recovery.
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